At home in the industry

Tell us which area of everyday work you want to facilitate and we offer such engineering
solutions that can increase your efficiency to tenfold.
Let us gain insight into your industrial environment to assess your needs, and
our company offers a technology solution that does not require any expertise or
maintenance.
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Our goal is to provide technical support that facilitates the work of non-skilled people,
thus creating the potential for development and prosperity in the region.
Our company undertakes the construction of systems that transform the renewable
resources of nature into the essential energy of everyday life, thus exempting the
Earth and our environment from continuous pollution.
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INTRODUCTION

MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Special equipment assembly, installation, repair, maintenance

Our company employs trained, reliable technicians and experts with many years of
experience. Besides the assembly of special machines, production line installation,
relocation, repair and maintenance, we also deal with software solutions from
installation to system formation. We offer complex solutions in warehouse technology
and logistics with the help of our business partners. Our personalized approaches,
based on sufficient examination of market and our partner’s needs, we make our clients
more effective and competitive. We provide thorough solutions for our partners in
the field of welding technology, as well.

Our company – as the official partner of Kardex Hungaria Ltd. - mainly deals with the installation, repair and
maintenance of warehouse automats, in Hungary, Germany and occasionally in other countries.
Source: http://www.kardex-remstar.co.uk

Activities:
		
-

Special machine assembly, installation, repair, maintenance
Installation, relocation, repair and maintenance of industrial equipment, production
lines, paternoster and automated warehouse elevators
Installation, repair and maintenance of lift systems
Complex solutions for industrial and warehouse planning and construction
Aluminium and plastic profiled workstations and manufacture of special server units
Engineer designing and consulting
Design and manufacture of unique superstructures, devices and machines
Sale of warehouse and industrial software and software consultancy
Foreign and domestic lease-work
Qualified welding works

Personalised products, superstructures, purpose machines, engineer support
With our trusted engineers and technicians, we aim to serve the needs of our partners with personalised
products. We undertake engineer design, support, 2D and 3D drawing either in the form of wage work
or outsourcing at one of our premises or at the customer’s site. In the field of welding technology, we
support the work of our clients by welding engineering consultancy, welding basic and further training
and welding equipment design.

Representation:
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ACCESSORIES FOR WAREHOUSE AUTOMATS

ACCESSORIES FOR WAREHOUSE AUTOMATS
Frame storage

Sheet material container

We developed this superstructure for thin,
large surfaced, but valuable products, which
is equipped with roller lines in the lower plain
in the interest of the ease storing. The front,
openable door provides safe movement.

The sheet material container superstructure
is equipped with rubber spikes, among
which desired materials can be stored into
closely, let it be plastic or metal sheet parts.
The rubber protects the surface of the
products from any scratches or damage. This
superstructure is wholly customized to the
specific needs of the customers.

Custom trolley

Roller superstructure system

We have manufactured custom trollies
that we have designed specifically for
fulfilling the certain tasks.

The roller superstructure system can
be used for moving of heavy parts,
highly easing the movement in the
tray. Dock car can be added to it as an
accessory and with help of it, products
can be moved conveniently during
transportation within the factory.
Grooves are established on the roller
sheets, in which fastening bars can be
placed for positioning of the products.

Rail rack superstructure

Roller holders

Easy-to-use superstructure for storing
products with more than one side hanging
elements.

Textile and clothing industry has problems
with storing large rolls. This superstructure
is intended to facilitate this. The rolls along
with the storing axis can be placed and
freely removed from the tray. Depending
on the size of the rolls, longitudinal and
lateral storing is also possible. Due to the
openable drums which are placed on
the edges of the structure, rolls can be
fixed during storing.
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ACCESSORIES FOR WAREHOUSE AUTOMATS

TRAY-DIVIDER FOR WAREHOUSE AUTOMATS

Interlocking fastener components

Tray-divider

This superstructure is suitable for those products and
tools which were built on a given size of platform, so
all the tools can be stored in the same way, without
affecting the upper functioning part.

The tray-divider is the accessory of the
Shuttle XP, Shuttle XPlus and the other
lift system warehouse automats. With the
help of the divider, the trays can be divided
flexibly into separate units in seconds, but
still using a secure fixation. We can create
our own, suitable distributed trays for the
changing needs, which can be optimized for
the products to be stored. The tray-divider
is available in almost every sizes and is fully
customizable. It is accessible in single or
multi-line version, adequate for the needs
and circumstances.

Vertical roll holders
With the help of the locking jaws, the
complex shaped products can be also
easily fixed after storing. The spring-loaded
latches provide maximum security to avoid
operator errors. This superstructure is
entirely constructed from special materials,
an ESD-compliant and ultra-light plastic.

Plastic tray-divider system
Unique tray booster with door

The advantage of this superstructure,
compared to the metal one, is the easier
assemble and favourable price.

When storing in a warehouse automation, it
is often necessary to raise the trays, possibly
with a door. While creating such tray booster
frame, it is always important to have a
durable and stable construction, tailored to
the customer’s intended use.

Combined tray-divider system

Records storage supplementary

It combines the advantages of the metal and
plastic design. Different needs of the storage
method can be achieved within one tray.

The basic purpose of records storage supplementary
is the elimination of the office folder storing.
Suitable for fixing the stored data line by
line, preventing them falling over. We offer
multiple solutions for fixing, from simple to
complicated solutions.
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UNIQUE WORKSHOP STATIONS

PLASTIC AND METAL CONTAINERS

Aluminium profile systems

Plastic containers, boxes, pallets

Thanks to the unlimited possibilities offered by the
aluminium profile systems, almost any structure
and system can be assembled with these elements
so that it can be easily combined with other
components such as roller rows. We work with
several types of profile systems, so we can fit into
any existing system with new structures we design.

Storage boxes, without which storing is impossible! In our
diverse selection we offer a variety of foldable, open front and
closed containers, as well as their respective counterparts: compact
transport trolleys and lightweight pallets.

Metal containers, spill palletts, hazardous material containers
Custom workshop stations
We have facilitated the work of a great number of our partners with ergonomically designed custom
workshop stations. The planning procedure for such projects begins with complete data assessment to
ensure smooth and uninterrupted workflow at the workstations, allowing for the most time and work
efficient process possible.
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Metal containers, without which storing is also impossible!
We provide eco-friendly and efficient storage solutions through
a wide range of metal containers. Options for storing barrels, gas
tanks and parts of various size are also available.
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At home in the industry

Wolf Montage Kft.
3526 Miskolc, Zsolcai kapu 9-11.
2040 Budaörs, Sport utca 6.
Mobile: +36 70/414 2332
E-mail: sales@wolfmontage.eu
Web: www.wolfmontage.eu

Representation:

